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Abstract 

How to determine relative importance (e.g., weight) of nodes or links in a network is one of the focus in 

network biology. Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) can be used to determine weights of edges (i.e., links) and 

vertices (i.e., nodes) of a network, which is suitable for the hierarchical structure problems hard to be 

quantified. In present article, the Matlab computation software of AHP was presented for practical uses.  
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1 Introduction 

How to determine relative importance (e.g., weight) of nodes or links in a network is one of the focus in 

network biology (Zhang and Zhang, 2008; Zhang and Zhan, 2011; Li and Zhang, 2012; Choura et al., 2015; 

Jiang et al., 2015; Jiang and Zhang, 2015; Zhang, 2007, 2010, 2012a-c, 2016, 2018; Zhang et al., 2014; Zhang 

and Liu, 2008; Zhang and Feng, 2017; Zhang and Zhang, 2019). Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) can be 

used to determine weights of edges (i.e., links) and vertices (i.e., nodes) of a network. It is suitable for the 

hierarchical structure problems that are hard to be quantified (Jiang, 1988; Zhang, 2012a, 2016, 2018). In this 

article, I present the Matlab computation software of AHP. 

 

2 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

In AHP of network analysis, we need to organize all vertices into several layers according to their attributes 

and relations. The top layer contains one vertex. Between-layer vertices are linked by directed edges. In 

general, the number of layers is infinite. However, too many adjacent vertices or edges will result in a 

difficulty in pairwise comparisons. 

AHP can be conducted in the following way (Zhang, 2012a, 2016, 2018):  

   (1) Establish a hierarchical structure model. Determine the adjacent vertices at lower layer for every vertex. 

Starting from the top layer, for every layer, label all vertices from left to right at each layer.  

(2) Construct judgement matrix of every layer. A judgement matrix is a weight matrix in which an element 
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is the weight of a vertex over its adjacent vertices (or its associated edges) at lower layer. The lower triangular 

vertices in a judgement matrix are the reciprocals of corresponding vertices in upper triangular matrix, and the 

diagonal elements are 1’s. 

(3) Consistency test of judge matrix. For a judgement matrix, B=(bij)m×m, calculate maximum eigenvalue 

λmax, and the eigenvector. 

 Consistency CI of a judgement matrix B is 

                 CI=(λmax-m)(m-1) 

A smaller CI means that the judgement matrix is close to complete consistency. When m=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

the means of random consistency RI are 0, 0, 0.58, 0.9, 1.12, 1.24, 1.32, 1.41, 1.45, respectively (Jiang, 1988). 

The proportion of random consistency CR is 

                       CR=CI/RI 

If CR<0.1, then the judgement matrix possesses a better consistency. Otherwise, we need to adjust the 

judgement matrix, until the judgement matrix possesses a satisfied consistency.  

   (4) Calculate the weights of present layer’s vertices over next layer’s adjacent vertices, which are also 

weights of edges of every vertex. 

(5) Calculate the weights of lower layer’s vertices. 

(6) Return to (3), and repeat above procedures, until the weights of bottom layer’s vertices are obtained. 

(7) Staring form botton layer, for each layer search for the vertex with maximal weight at present layer. 

The vertex is the most important vertex of the present layer relative to the top layer vertex. 

 

3 Matlab Computation Software 

The Matlab codes for AHP algorithm are as follows: 

 

   %AHP algorithm      

   data=input('Input the file name of raw data (e.g., raw.txt, raw.xls, etc. The matrix is data=(xij)mm*5.): ','s'); 

   data=xlsread(data);  

   mm=size(data,1);       

   d1=zeros(1,mm); d11=zeros(1,mm); d2=zeros(1,mm); 

   d22=zeros(1,mm); d3=zeros(1,mm); d33=zeros(1,mm); 

   d4=zeros(1,mm); d44=zeros(1,mm); u=zeros(1,mm);  

   lab=zeros(1,mm); d=zeros(1,mm); dd=zeros(1,mm); 

   ww=zeros(4,mm); w=zeros(1,mm);     

   d1=data(:,1)'; d2=data(:,2)'; d3=data(:,3)'; d4=data(:,4)'; d=data(:,5)';     

   wa=zeros(1,max(d)); wb=zeros(1,max(d));     

   k=0; ii=0; rr=0; 

   while (ii<mm)  

   nn=0; 

   for j=k+1:mm  

   if ((d1(j)==d1(k+1)) & (d2(j)==d2(k+1))) nn=nn+1; 

   else break;  

   end 

   end 

   for i=k+1:k+nn  

   d11(i-k)=d1(i); 

   d22(i-k)=d2(i); 

   d33(i-k)=d3(i); 

   d44(i-k)=d4(i); 

   dd(i-k)=d(i);  
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   end       

   m=floor(floor(1+sqrt(1+8*nn))/2);    

   iss='\n';     

   [w,u,iss]=weightAHP(m,d11,d22,d33,d44,dd,iss);     

   rr=rr+m; 

   for i=rr-m+1:rr  

   ww(1,i)=d11(i-rr+m); 

   ww(2,i)=u(i-rr+m); 

   ww(3,i)=w(i-rr+m);  

   end 

   k=k+nn; 

   ii=ii+nn;  

   end    

   la=0; 

   for i=1:rr  

   if (ww(1,i)>la) la=floor(ww(1,i)); end 

   end 

   ls=0; 

   for i=1:rr  

   if ((floor(ww(1,i))==la) & (ww(2,i)>ls)) ls=floor(ww(2,i)); end 

   end 

   for i=1:la  

   ii=0; 

   k=0; 

   for j=1:rr  

   if (floor(ww(1,j))==i) k=k+1; end 

   if ((floor(ww(1,j))==i) & (ww(2,j)>ii)) ii=ii+1; end  

   end      

   d(i)=ii;    

   u(i)=k;  

   end 

   u(la+1)=ls; 

   %d(0)=1; 

   d(la+1)=ls; 

   iss=strcat(iss,'Number of vertices for every layer:\n');   

   for i=0:la  

   if (i==0) tem=1;  

   else tem=d(i); 

   end 

   iss=strcat(iss,['Layer-',num2str(i),'=',num2str(floor(tem)),', ']);  

   end    

   iss=strcat(iss,'\n'); 

   iss=strcat(iss,'Weight of layer-1 vertex:\n1.0\n');    

   iss=strcat(iss,'Weights of layer-2 vertices:\n');    

   opt=0; 

   d11(2)=1;    

   for i=1:u(1)  

   wa(i)=ww(3,i); 

   iss=strcat(iss,[num2str(wa(i)),',']);  

   if (wa(i)>opt)  

   opt=wa(i); d11(2)=i;   
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   end 

   end 

   iss=strcat(iss,'\n');  

   for i=2:la   

   ss=0; jj=0; 

   for j=u(i-1)+1:u(i-1)+u(i)  

   ss=ss+ww(3,j);  

   if (abs(ss-1)<1e-06)  

   jj=jj+1; lab(jj)=j; ss=0;   

   end 

   end 

   for k=1:d(i)  

   ss=0;  

   for j=u(i-1)+1:u(i-1)+u(i)       

   if (floor(ww(2,j))==k)  

   for ii=0:jj-1 

   if (ii==0) tem=0; 

   else tem=lab(ii); 

   end        

   if ((j<=lab(ii+1)) & (j>tem)) break; end 

   end  

   ss=ss+wa(ii+1)*ww(3,j);  

   end; end    

   wb(k)=ss;  

   end 

   iss=strcat(iss,['Weights of layer-',num2str(i+1),' vertices:\n']);   

   opt=0; 

   d11(i+1)=1;   

   for k=1:d(i)  

   wa(k)=wb(k); 

   iss=strcat(iss,[num2str(wa(k)),', ']);  

   if (wa(k)>opt)  

   opt=wa(k); d11(i+1)=k;   

   end 

   end 

   iss=strcat(iss,'\n');  

   end    

   iss=strcat(iss,'Most important vertex in every layer in respect to the start vertex:\n');  

   for k=2:la+1  

   iss=strcat(iss,['Layer-',num2str(k),'=',num2str(d11(k)),', ']);  

   end        

   fprintf(iss); 

 

   function [w,u,iss]=weightAHP(m,d11,d22,d33,d44,dd,iss) 

   ri=[0.00,0.00,0.58,0.90,1.12,1.21,1.32,1.41,1.45]; 

   ci=0; cr=0; lamda=0; s=0; 

   w1=zeros(1,m); 

   b=zeros(m,m);       

   vv=0; 

   for i=1:m  

   for j=i:m  
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   if (j==i)  

   b(i,j)=1; 

   continue;  

   end;  

   if (j~=i)  

   vv=vv+1; 

   b(i,j)=dd(vv);  

   end 

   b(j,i)=1/b(i,j);  

   end; end    

   s=0; 

   for i=1:m  

   w(i)=b(i,1); 

   for j=2:m 

   w(i)=w(i)*b(i,j); 

   end 

   w(i)=w(i)^(1.0/m);  

   s=s+w(i);  

   end 

   for i=1:m  

   w(i)=w(i)/s;  

   end 

   for i=1:m  

   w1(i)=0; 

   for j=1:m 

   w1(i)=w1(i)+b(i,j)*w(j);  

   end; end    

   eigv=eig(b); 

   lamda=max(eigv);  

   ci=(lamda-m)/(m-1); 

   cr=ci/ri(m);      

   ii=1;  

   u(ii)=d33(1);    

   for k=1:(m*m-m)/2  

   vv=ii; 

   jj=0; 

   for i=1:vv  

   if (u(i)~=d33(k)) jj=jj+1; end 

   end 

   if (jj==vv)  

   ii=ii+1;  

   u(ii)=d33(k);   

   end 

   vv=ii; 

   jj=0; 

   for i=1:vv  

   if (u(i)~=d44(k)) jj=jj+1; end 

   end 

   if (jj==vv)  

   ii=ii+1;  

   u(ii)=d44(k);  
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   end 

   end    

   iss=strcat(iss,['Consistency CI and random consistencey ratio CR of the matrix of next-layer vertices to the vertex 

',num2str(d22(1)),' of layer ',num2str(d11(1)),':\n']);  

   iss=strcat(iss,['CI=',num2str(ci),' ',' CR=',num2str(cr),'\n']);   

   if (cr<0.1)   

   iss=strcat(iss,'The matrix is consistent. It is OK.\n'); 

   iss=strcat(iss,['Weights of next-layer vertices to the vertex ',num2str(d22(1)),' of layer ',num2str(d11(1)),':\n']);  

   for i=1:m  

   iss=strcat(iss,['Weight of next-layer vertex ',num2str(u(i)),'=',num2str(w(i)),' \n']);  

   end 

   iss=strcat(iss,'\n'); 

   else  

   iss=strcat(iss,['Due to CR>0.1, matrix of next-layer vertices to the vertex ',num2str(d22(1)),' of layer ',num2str(d11(1)), ' is 

not consistent. Please try to adjust this matrix and run one more time.\n']);  

   end       
 
 

4 Application 

For example, a food web has 3 trophic layers. Layer 1 is a predator, layer 2 are 5 prey species being predated 

by the predator, and layer 3 are 3 plant species being fed by preys (Fig. 1). We want to determine the most 

important plan species for the predator. The data for AHP problem in Fig. 1 is shown in Table 1. 

 

 

                     
 

Fig. 1 The hierarchical structure for a food web (Zhang, 2012, 2016). 

 

 

   The results of the Matlab algorithm are  

 

Consistency CI and random consistencey ratio CR of the matrix of next-layer vertices to the vertex 5 of layer 2: 
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CI=0.74489  CR=1.2843 

Due to CR>0.1, matrix of next-layer vertices to the vertex 5 of layer 2 is not consistent. Please try to adjust this matrix and run 

one more time. 

Number of vertices for every layer: 

Layer-0=1, Layer-1=5, Layer-2=3 

Weight of layer-1 vertex: 

1.0 

Weights of layer-2 vertices: 

0.43448, 0.21218, 0.080783, 0.22007, 0.052484 

Weights of layer-3 vertices: 

0.39957, 0.45452, 0.14591 

Most important vertex in every layer in respect to the start vertex: 

Layer-2=1, Layer-3=2 

 

   At layer 2, the weights of prey 1 to 5 are 0.43448, 0.21218, 0.080783, 0.22007, 0.052484, respectively.  

Three weights of plant species 1 to 3 at layer 3 are 0.39957, 0.45452, 0.14591, respectively. 

   Among all prey species, prey species 1 is the most important to the predator. 

   In present application example, the link weights are unavailable due to CR>0.1. Matrix of next-layer 

vertices to the vertex 5 of layer 2 is not consistent. We may adjust this matrix and run one more time for 

perfect results. 

 

                                    Table 1 Data for AHP problem in Fig. 1. 

 d1  d2  d3  d4  d 

1 1 1 2 3
1 1 1 3 5
1 1 1 4 3
1 1 1 5 4
1 1 2 3 5
1 1 2 4 1
1 1 2 5 3
1 1 3 4 0.3333
1 1 3 5 3
1 1 4 5 6
2 1 1 2 1
2 1 1 3 2
2 1 2 3 5
2 2 1 2 3
2 2 1 3 8
2 2 2 3 5
2 3 1 2 2
2 3 1 3 9
2 3 2 3 2
2 4 1 2 0.5
2 4 1 3 0.3333
2 4 2 3 6
2 5 1 2 2
2 5 1 3 0.25
2 5 2 3 4

d1, d2, d3, d4, are labels of present layers, labels of present layer’s vertices (from left to right), labels of next layer’s vertices (from 
left to right), and labels of next layer’s vertices (from left to right), and d is the weights of the every vertex at next layer over its 
followed vertex at the same layer.  
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